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On the board  
agenda  – midyear 
observations 
KPMG  Board  Leadership Centre 

In light of the high levels of disruption and uncertainty companies have faced in  the  first part of 2022—

global economic volatility and inflation, the Ukraine conflict, supply chain  disruptions, regulatory  

developments, and more – we offer the  following supplemental observations to our  On the  2022 board 

agenda (issued in December 2021)  as boards a nd their committees continue to calibrate their 2022  

agendas. 

Economic volatility 

Greater geopolitical instability  and surging  inflation  have 

been  added  to  the mix of  macroeconomic factors that  

corporate  leaders must  account for when making  business 

decisions. While most  global GDP forecasts continue  to  

point  to  growth, deceleration  is expected  into  next year, 

with some  forecasting  a recession.  Of course, further  

escalation  of  the conflict between  Russia and Ukraine  

could  exacerbate downside  scenarios. 

Few executives have experience  with the  economic 

factors at play  today.  It has  been  more than  40 years since 

the global economy  has experienced  inflation  at  current 

levels  – greater than  5 percent in many  developed  

countries.  Even at  near full employment in the UK, 

companies must  be cautious about the impact  that  

inflation  and rising rates will have on pricing,  contracting, 

and fulfilment. 

In this environment, it is more important  than  ever that  

boards  frame their agendas to  help ensure that  the 

company is prepared  for economic volatility  – and possibly 

a severe  economic downturn. In Board  oversight amid 

economic volatility, we identify key areas of  board  focus in 

the months ahead, including  scenario planning; growth, 

capital allocation,  and resilience; hedging  against 

commodity, currency, and interest rate  fluctuations; fair 

value and asset impairments;  and environmental,  social, 

and governance  (ESG) initiatives. 

Ukraine  conflict 

Recognising  that  the implications for companies will vary  

by  sector and geographic reach, in Ukraine  conflict: 

Boardroom considerations we highlight a number of  issues 

for boards  to  monitor, including  the well-being  of  

employees and those  affected  by  the war; 

macroeconomic, trade, and  supply  chain  issues;  increased  

cybersecurity risks; the need  to  reassess the company’s 

global risk profile in light  of  the war; the company’s 

disclosures  regarding  the risks  posed  by  the war; and  

considering  the company’s public position on a range  of 

issues related  to  the war. 

Expectations for companies/CEOs to  make public 

statements  condemning  the Russian  government’s 

invasion  (as  many  companies have done) and activist  

demands for divestitures in Russia and/or assistance  to  

Ukrainian refugees reinforce  the importance  of  having  a 

clear  internal  process for determining  whether to  take  a 

public position  and articulating the company’s public 

positions – on this and other major  crises – with 

consistency. 

Supply chain  disruptions 

In light  of  the widespread  supply chain  disruptions 

caused  by  COVID-19 – exacerbated  by  the Ukraine 

conflict, sanctions on Russia, and  China’s zero-COVID  

policy – many companies are reassessing  their supply  

chain  strategies,  identifying  risks  and vulnerabilities, and 

designing  and implementing  plans  to  improve  resilience  

and sustainability. 

In Supply chain  strains  and strategy:  A boardroom 

perspective, the KPMG  Board  Leadership  Centre  (BLC)  

and Eurasia  Group  offer insights  on the range  of  

geopolitical risks  – and stakeholder demands – shaping  

the global supply chain environment, as  well as  how 

boards  are overseeing  the company’s supply risk 

management and sustainability  efforts. 

In the near term, the board  can help ensure that  

significant projects  being undertaken  by  management –

to  rethink,  rework, or  restore  critical supply chains are 

carried out  effectively – for example: 

— updating  supply  chain  risk and vulnerability  

assessments 

— diversifying  the supplier base 

— re-examining  supply chain structure  and  footprint 

— reducing  dependency  on China and  developing  more 

local and regional  supply chains 

— deploying  technology to  improve  supply chain  

visibility  and risk management 

https://assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/uk/pdf/2022/05/oversight-amid-economic-volatility.pdf
https://assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/uk/pdf/2022/03/kpmg-ukraine-conflict-boardroom-considerations-brochure.pdf
https://assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/uk/pdf/2021/11/kpmg-on-the-2022-board-agenda.pdf
https://boardleadership.kpmg.us/relevant-topics/articles/2022/supply-chain-strains-and-strategy-boardroom-perspective.html
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— improving  supply chain  cybersecurity to  reduce  the 

risk of  data  breaches,  such as  SolarWinds and Kaseya 

— developing  plans to  address  future  supply chain 

disruptions. 

At the same time, boards  will need  to  sharpen  their 

focus on the company’s efforts to  manage  a broad  range 

of  ESG risks  in its supply chain,  which  pose  significant 

regulatory  and compliance  risks  as  well as critical 

reputation  risks  for the company. 

Committee  oversight responsibilities  for  emerging  risks 

Given the increasing  number and  complexity  of  risks  

companies face  today,  many  boards  are delegating  

specific risk oversight duties to  standing  committees for 

a more intensive  review of  issues and risks  than  the full 

board can undertake. Depending  on the company size 

and industry, we see boards  delegating  to  various 

standing  committees responsibility  to  support  the 

board’s oversight of  a range  of  enterprise risks, including 

mission-critical risks, as  well as  climate, ESG, human  

capital management (HCM),  cybersecurity and data  

governance, legal and regulatory  compliance, supply 

chain,  M&A,  and more. 

Boards may  need  to  reassess whether their delegation  

of  risk oversight responsibilities  to  each standing  

committee  is clear, properly  aligned, and coordinated  

across committees – particularly  when there  is overlap. 

For  example,  the nominating  , remuneration, audit and 

sustainability  committees all likely  have responsibilities  

for the oversight of  ESG issues.  Cybersecurity oversight 

may  reside in a technology committee  (or other  

committee),  but  the audit committee  likely  has oversight 

responsibility  for some  aspects of  cybersecurity and 

data  governance  – such as  controls, disclosures,  and 

regulatory  compliance. HCM issues – from ethics and 

compliance  to  talent  development and performance  

incentives – may  also touch  different committee 

agendas. 

As we discuss in Clarifying committee  oversight 

responsibilities  for evolving  enterprise risks, the 

challenge  for the board is to  clearly define  the risk 

oversight responsibilities  of  each committee, with the  

goal of  ensuring  that  management has implemented  an  

appropriate system to  manage  these  risks, i.e., to  

identify, assess,  mitigate, monitor, and communicate  

about these  risks, and update  as  the company’s risk 

profile changes. 

A particular  area  of  focus should  be the clarification  of  

overlapping  risk oversight responsibilities  of  each 

standing  committee. For  a particular  category  of  risk, 

clarify the audit committee’s  versus other standing 

committee’s  oversight responsibility  for:

— Periodic  risk inventories and assessments  for the 

category  of  risk 

— The  quality  of  risk information,  data, communication  

and reporting  (internal and external),  including  the 

quality  of  data  and information  included  in the 

company’s voluntary  sustainability  reports

— Monitoring  enterprise risk management performance 

— Internal and external assurances regarding  risk 

assessments and controls 

— Monitoring  internal  controls to  mitigate  the risk and  

respond  if a risk event occurs  (The  audit committee’s 

responsibility  to  oversee  internal  control over financial  

reporting  is clear; however, there may  be a need  for 

more clarity regarding  the role of  the audit committee  

and standing  committees in overseeing  the broader 

internal  control environment.) 

Speaking out  on  polarizing  issues 

When  should  a CEO speak out  on controversial issues, if 

at  all? And what role should the board  play in 

establishing  parameters for the CEO as  the voice  of  the 

company?  These  are pivotal questions as  employees,  

customers,  and investors  sharpen  their scrutiny of  a 

company’s public positions – or  silence – on high-profile 

issues,  from climate change  to  equity  and  inclusion. 

The  March 2022  KPMG US BLC webcast – CEOs (not) 

speaking  out – considered  the forces  driving CEO 

speech, factors influencing  which  issues a company will 

(or won’t) take  a stand  on, and the board’s role in the 

process, as  well as the pivotal issue  of  accountability  

and follow-through. Do  the company’s actions align  with 

its public statements? Among  the observations shared  

by  the webcast speakers: 

“Consumers  are expecting  companies to  take 

positions and fulfil the values that  they’re  looking  for 

… This is about global  stakeholders trusting  business 

more than  they  trust government, more than  they  

trust media, even  more than  they  trust non-profit 

organizations.”

“The  simplest way  to  make the decision  [on speech] 

is to  be purpose-driven  and values-led.”

“Companies that  are mindful of  being  good  corporate 

citizens  are going  to  reduce  their target  zone for 

potential criticism. 

“Before you speak  out, make sure  that  you  actually 

walk the walk.”

Ultimately, speaking  out  or  staying  silent is a decision  

each company and  its leadership  need  to  make in the 

context of  the business  and its stakeholders.  Is the issue 

relevant to  the company and its strategy?  Is there 

alignment with the  company’s culture and values and 

purpose? How will it resonate  with stakeholders? And 

what are the implications of  staying  silent? 

The  new  employer/employee dynamic 

There has been  a tectonic shift  in the 

employee/employer dynamic and the implications for 

board oversight. 

Understanding  the employee/employer “reset” that’s 

well underway – accelerated  by  the pandemic and 

evident in the Great Resignation  – is one  of  the top 

challenges facing companies today. 

https://boardleadership.kpmg.us/relevant-topics/articles/2022/ceos-not-speaking-out.html
https://boardleadership.kpmg.us/relevant-topics/articles/2022/clarifying-committee-oversight.html


The  factors driving  employees’  needs and expectations 

range  from personal  well-being and work-life balance  to  

alignment with the  company’s purpose. Key  questions 

facing business leaders  and boards, include: 

— Is the new employee  mindset here  to  stay? 

— Why  and  how should  boards  deepen  their 

understanding  of  the employee  experience? 

— What are the challenges and opportunities  posed  by  

employee  activism? 

— How is the new dynamic impacting  corporate  

recruiting  and  talent  retention  strategies? 

For  more on board oversight of  human  capital 

management, also see Board  oversight of  workforce  

well-being, and Refocussing  on culture  and employee  

engagement. 

The  KPMG  Board  Leadership  Centre 

The  KPMG Board  Leadership  Centre  offers  support  and  guidance  to  non-executive  directors,  whether  managing  a  

portfolio  non-executive  career  or  embarking  on  a  first appointment.   Membership  offers  you  a  place  within  a  community  

of  board-level  peers  with access  to  topical  and  relevant  seminars,  invaluable  resources  and  thought  leadership,  as  well  as  

lively  and  engaging  networking  opportunities.   We  equip  you  with  the  tools  you  need  to  be  highly  effective  in  your  role,  

enabling  you  to  focus  on  the  issues  that  really  matter  to  you  and  your  business.   

Learn  more  at  www.kpmg.com/uk/blc.   
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Timothy Copnell 

Board Leadership Centre 

T: +44  (0)20 7694 8082 

E: tim.copnell@kpmg.co.uk 

The information  contained  herein  is  of a general  nature and  is  not intended  to address the  

circumstances  of any particular   individual  or entity.  Although  we endeavor to provide  accurate  

and  timely  information,  there can  be no guarantee  that such   information  is  accurate  as of the  

date it is  received  or that it will  continue  to be accurate  in  the future.  No  one should  act on   

such  information  without  appropriate  professional  advice  after a thorough  examination  of the  
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